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We demonstrate single-shot qubit readout with a fidelity sufficient for fault-tolerant quantum compu-
tation. For an optical qubit stored in 40Ca� we achieve 99.991(1)% average readout fidelity in 106 trials,
using time-resolved photon counting. An adaptive measurement technique allows 99.99% fidelity to be
reached in 145 �s average detection time. For 43Ca�, we propose and implement an optical pumping
scheme to transfer a long-lived hyperfine qubit to the optical qubit, capable of a theoretical fidelity of
99.95% in 10 �s. We achieve 99.87(4)% transfer fidelity and 99.77(3)% net readout fidelity.
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A quantum computer (QC) requires qubits which can be
prepared and measured accurately, and made to interact
through high-quality quantum logic gates. Successful
fault-tolerant operation requires certain minimum thresh-
olds for the fidelity of state preparation, logic gates, and
state measurement. Qubit readout is vital, not only for the
final output of the QC, but for the error-correction essential
for its operation. There is a trade-off between the error rate
permitted and the number of extra qubits required to
achieve fault-tolerant quantum error correction (QEC),
but typical studies require errors to be below �10�3 for
realistic implementations [1,2]. A correction network typi-
cally uses more gates than individual qubit readouts, so
readout error is less critical than gate error [2]. On the other
hand, precise readout can be used to compensate for gate
error. It is also crucial in a measurement-based QC [3].

Trapped-ion QC approaches generally use qubits based
either on a hyperfine transition within the ground atomic
level [4–8], or on an optical transition between ground and
metastable states [9]. State preparation is implemented by
optical pumping. State measurement is achieved by repeat-
edly exciting a cycling transition which involves one of the
qubit states but not the other, and measuring whether or not
the ion fluoresces [10]. The accuracy with which the
measurement can be performed depends on the rate at
which fluorescence photons can be detected for the
‘‘bright’’ qubit state, compared with the rate at which the
‘‘dark’’ state gets pumped to the bright manifold (e.g., by
off-resonant excitation), or vice versa. The fact that many
fluorescence photons can typically be emitted by the ion
before the undesired pumping process occurs allows for
high-fidelity single-shot measurement even though the
absolute photon collection efficiency can be poor (typically
�0:1%). Measurement fidelities of 98%–99% have been
reported [4,6,7,9]. In recent work, an optical qubit was
measured indirectly by repetitive measurement on an an-
cilla qubit held in the same ion trap, yielding a fidelity of
99.94% in �12 ms [11].

In this Letter, we report direct high-fidelity measure-
ment of first an optical qubit stored in the (4S1=2, 3D5=2)

levels [12] of a single 40Ca� ion (Fig. 1, right) and second a
hyperfine qubit stored in the S1=2 (F � 3, F � 4) sublevels
of a 43Ca� ion (Fig. 3, right), where we first map the
hyperfine qubit to the 43Ca� optical qubit. Readout is
achieved by driving the (S1=2 $ P1=2 $ D3=2) manifold
and detecting the fluorescence from the P1=2 ! S1=2 de-
cay: fluorescence indicates the qubit was initially in the
bright S1=2 state, absence of fluorescence that the qubit was
in the dark metastable D5=2 state (lifetime � � 1168�7� ms
[13]). We discuss state inference by simple photon-count
thresholding and by maximum likelihood methods using
time-resolved detection. The latter are applicable to a wide
range of physical qubits [14].

For the 40Ca� measurements, a single ion is held in a
Paul trap [13], Doppler cooled on the S1=2 $ P1=2 transi-
tion by a 397 nm laser and repumped onD3=2 $ P1=2 by an
866 nm laser. A photomultiplier (PMT) detects fluores-
cence from the ion with a net efficiency 0.22(2)%. The
ratio of ion fluorescence to background scattered laser light
has a maximum value � 690 at low 397 nm intensity, but
optimum readout fidelity is achieved at higher intensity
because the increased fluorescence can be detected more
rapidly compared with �. Mean photon-count rates for
fluorescence (RB) and background (RD) in this experiment
were RB � 55 800 s�1 and RD � 442 s�1 (including the
PMT dark count rate of 8:2 s�1 at 20 �C).

The experimental sequence consists of preparing and
measuring each qubit state in turn, and comparing the
measurement outcome with the known preparation. To
prepare the D5=2 ‘‘shelf’’ state a 393 nm beam is switched
on to drive S1=2 $ P3=2 for 1 ms; spontaneous decay
populates D5=2 (the 866 nm beam is left on to empty
D3=2). The rate of transfer to the shelf was measured to
be 	12�2� �s
�1. The 393 nm beam is extinguished and,
20�2� �s later, we start to collect PMT counts. Photons are
counted for a bin time of 2 ms, which is divided into 200
sub-bins of duration ts � 10 �s. Two alternately gated
10 MHz counters are used, so that there is negligible
(< 50 ns) dead time between sub-bins. The counts ni
from each sub-bin i are available to the control computer
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�5 �s after the end of the sub-bin, should they be required
for real-time processing, and are recorded in time order.
Next, the ion is prepared in S1=2 by drivingD5=2 $ P3=2 for
�3 ms with an 854 nm laser beam, after which fluores-
cence is collected for a second 2 ms bin.

This sequence was repeated to give 220 � 106 trials, in
half of which the ion was prepared in the dark D5=2 state
and in half of which it was prepared in the bright S1=2 state.
We define the average readout error to be � � 1

2 ��B � �D�,
where �B is the fraction of experiments in which an ion
prepared in the bright state was detected to be dark, and
similarly for �D. In the case of the dark state experiments,
there are two small preparation errors arising from (i) the
finite shelving rate of the 393 nm laser and (ii) the proba-
bility of spontaneous decay during the 20 �s delay be-
tween state preparation and the start of the detection
period. These give a contribution to �D of �12 �s�
20 �s�=� � 0:28�2� � 10�4. Known state preparation er-
rors for the bright state are negligible, so the net contribu-
tion to � is 0:14�1� � 10�4. Values of � given below are
after subtraction of this quantity.

Histograms of the number of photons n �
PN
i�1 ni col-

lected for the bright and dark state preparations are shown
in Fig. 1. Here the first N � 42 sub-bins of the detection
period were summed for a total detection time of tb �
Nts � 420 �s; this choice of tb and a threshold at nc � 5 1

2
counts optimize the discrimination between the bright and
dark histograms. The error � as a function of tb is shown in
Fig. 2, for N � 1 . . . 100. As tb increases, � first drops
rapidly due to decreasing overlap between the two histo-
grams, to a minimum � � 1:8�1� � 10�4 at tb � 420 �s,
then rises slowly because of the increasing probability of
decay from D5=2 during tb.

At the optimum tb, the majority of the error is due to the
above-threshold events in the dark histogram: �D �
3:2�3� � 10�4. These mostly arise due to spontaneous
decay during tb, but we also observe above-threshold
events from non-Poissonian PMT dark counts. A PMT
dark count distribution is also shown in Fig. 1: the highly
non-Poissonian tail in the histogram probably arises as a
result of cosmic rays [15]. The slow time scale of lumi-
nescence in the PMT envelope excited by the cosmic rays
makes it difficult to eliminate these events entirely. We
estimate that, for the threshold method, cosmic ray events
account for �20% of �D.

The threshold method does not make use of the arrival-
time information of the photons. Using this information,
we can hope to identify some of the events where decay
from D5=2 occurs during tb: we may detect >nc total
counts, but if these are clustered near the end of the bin
this suggests a decay event rather than a bright ion (com-
pare Fig. 1 insets). The use of time-resolved measurement
in the context of qubit readout was suggested in [4] and
modeled theoretically in [14,16]; we follow a similar
maximum likelihood treatment to Langer [16].

We calculate the likelihood pB that a given set of sub-
bins fnig could have been generated by a bright ion, and
compare this with the likelihood pD that fnig arose from an
ion that was dark at the start of the detection period. If
pB > pD we infer that the ion was bright and vice versa.
pB � P�fnigjbright� is given simply by the product of
probabilities pB � �N

i�1B�ni� where B�ni� is the probabil-
ity of observing ni counts from a bright ion [in the ideal
case B�ni� is a Poisson distribution with mean count per
sub-bin RBts]. The calculation of pD � P�fnigjdark� is
more involved, because we must sum over the possibilities
that the ion decayed after or during the detection time tb �
Nts. To a good approximation

 pD �
�
1�

tb
�

�YN
i�1

D�ni� �
�
ts
�

�XN
j�1

Yj�1

i�1

D�ni�
YN
i�j

B�ni�

where (1� tb=�) is the probability the ion decays after the
last sub-bin, (ts=�) the probability it decays during any
particular sub-bin j, and D�ni� the background count dis-
tribution with mean RDts. Using a recursion relation

 

pD � �1� tb=��MN � �ts=��SN;

M0 � 1; Mk � Mk�1D�nk�;

S0 � 0; Sk � �Sk�1 �Mk�1�B�nk�

(1)

reduces the calculation of pD from O�N2� to O�N� opera-
tions, making real-time readout much faster. We have made
the simplifying approximations that ts, tb � �, and that the
mean count rate changes from RD to RB at the start of the
sub-bin j in which the ion decays; similar expressions are
found if these approximations are not made, with negli-
gible effect on the results.

FIG. 1 (color online). 40Ca� photon-count histograms with
tb � 420 �s, for bright S1=2 state ( � ) and dark D5=2 state ()
preparations. Above-threshold events in the dark histogram give
�D; below-threshold events in the bright histogram give �B.
Insets show time-resolved counts for two individual 17-photon
events, one from each histogram, with likelihood ratios pB=pD.
A PMT dark count histogram is also shown (4), normalized to
the same area. Dashed curves are Poisson distributions with the
same means as the histograms. The solid curve is the expected
D5=2 distribution taking into account spontaneous decay.
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The results of applying the maximum likelihood method
to the same data set are also shown in Fig. 2. For B�ni� and
D�ni�, Poisson distributions were convolved with the PMT
dark count distribution [17]. We see that for tb * 200 �s
the maximum likelihood method gives a lower error than
the threshold method, tending to an asymptotic value � �
0:87�11� � 10�4 [with �D � 1:5�2� � 10�4], or a fidelity
99.9913(11)%. Furthermore, the maximum likelihood
method does not require a precise choice of parameters
(nc, tb) which must be determined from control data; we
only need to know the independently measured rates RB
and RD, and to choose a sufficiently long tb. The observed
error is compared with that from a simulation of 109 trials
using ideal Poisson statistics in Fig. 2: although at short tb
the experimental � is greater due to super-Poissonian noise
in the data, at long tb it converges to the simulation’s
asymptote at � � 0:89� 10�4. We conclude that, at opti-
mum tb, the maximum likelihood method is less sensitive
to experimental noise (e.g., cosmic ray events, drift in RB)
than the threshold method.

We now discuss faster detection by using an adaptive
version of the maximum likelihood technique [11]. In the
preceding discussion, the detection bin length tb � Nts
was fixed and we evaluated the likelihoods pB, pD at the
end of the bin, deciding that the ion was dark if pD > pB.
However, the absolute values of pB and pD also contain
useful information. The estimated error probability eD that
we have incorrectly deduced the ion to be dark when pD >
pB is given by Bayes’ theorem [18]:

 eD � 1� P�darkjfnig� � 1�
P�fnigjdark�
P�fnig�

�
pB

pB � pD

and similarly for eB in the case where pB � pD. By
evaluating pD and pB at the end of each sub-bin, we can
terminate the detection bin at ta < tb when the estimated
error probability eB or eD falls below some chosen cutoff
threshold ec. We also impose a cutoff time tc � tb in case
the error threshold is not reached; tc is thus the worst case
readout time. The result is that, for a given desired error
level, the average detection bin length �ta is shorter than
when the bin length is fixed. If ec is not reached, eB or eD
still quantifies confidence in the measurement outcome,
useful for QEC. Using the recursion relations (1) we can
evaluate pB, pD in <1 �s, while each sub-bin is in
progress, so there is negligible time overhead.

For our conditions we find that, at little cost to �, faster
detection can be obtained by omitting the effect of sponta-
neous decay in the analysis, i.e., using pD � �N

i�1D�ni�.
An adaptive analysis of the same data set is shown in Fig. 2,
for tc � 500 �s and a range of threshold values 10�6 �
ec � 10�1. For each ec we plot the experimentally mea-
sured average error � against �ta. For an average readout
time of �ta � 145 �s, the error reaches � � 1:0�1� � 10�4,
which is about 35 times lower than the nonadaptive maxi-
mum likelihood method, or over 3 times as fast for the
same �. The average readout time for the bright (dark) state
is 72 �s (219 �s).

For all of the analysis methods described, the bright S1=2

state can be detected more accurately than the dark D5=2

state because the known bright ! dark transfer rate is so
low (we measure it to be <10�3 s�1). The data imply the
bright state can be detected with over 99.9998% fidelity,
�B < 2� 10�6, in average time �ta � 91 �s [while retain-
ing �D � 2:5�2� � 10�4 in �ta � 292 �s]. This asymmetric
readout error could be exploited for QEC.

The optical qubit offers high-fidelity readout but it suf-
fers from two drawbacks: a finite lifetime � and the need
for high frequency stability in the optical domain. Qubits
stored in hyperfine ground states avoid these problems and
exhibit some of the longest coherence times ever measured
[5,8]. We turn now to the implementation of state detection
for a qubit stored in the j "i � S3;�3

1=2 and j #i � S4;�4
1=2 hy-

perfine ground states of 43Ca� (where the superscripts give
the quantum numbers F, MF). For readout, we first map
this hyperfine qubit to the optical qubit by state-selective
transfer j #i ! D5=2.

We Doppler cool a single 43Ca� ion on the S3
1=2 $ P4

1=2

and S4
1=2 $ P4

1=2 transitions. State preparation of j #i is by
optical pumping with �� polarized light on the same
transitions. Preparation of S3;MF

1=2 is achieved by extinguish-
ing the S3

1=2 $ P4
1=2 beam before the S4

1=2 $ P4
1=2 beam:

this prepares a statistical mixture of MF states rather than
j "i but the calculated effect on the measured readout error
is <10�4. To map j #i to the D5=2 shelf the ion is illumi-
nated with 393 nm �� light which drives j #i $ P5;�5

3=2 .
This results in optical pumping to D5=2 or D3=2 with
branching ratios 5.3% and 0.63%, respectively [13]. Light

FIG. 2 (color online). Average readout error � versus readout
time for the 40Ca� optical qubit, for three different analysis
methods. Analyses of the experimental data are plotted as
symbols; statistical uncertainty is at most the size of the symbols.
The accompanying curves are simulations of 109 trials using
ideal Poisson statistics. Cusps arise from the discrete nature of
photon counting. T: photon-count threshold method, where the
threshold nc was optimized for each bin time. M: maximum
likelihood method. A: adaptive maximum likelihood method.
Inset: Simulations using method M, showing the asymptotic
average error �1 and the time t1:1 required to reach � � 1:1�1
as functions of the net photon collection efficiency.
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at 850 nm containing �� and � polarizations is used to
empty the relevant D3=2 states via the P5;�5

3=2 state (Fig. 3,
right). Assuming perfect repumping from D3=2, the situ-
ation reduces to that for ions without low-lying D levels,
but with the important difference that we only need to drive
enough transitions to transfer j #i to the shelf (rather than to
collect fluorescence) before off-resonant excitation of j "i
occurs; since the P3=2 ! D5=2 branching ratio is much
greater than typical photon collection efficiencies this
gives a significant advantage.

To optimize parameters the shelving transfer process
was modeled by rate equations applied to the entire 144-
state (4S, 4P, 3D) manifold. The optimum shelving
method would be a repeated sequence of three laser pulses
(393 nm ��, 850 nm ��, 850 nm �), since then there is
negligible probability of the ion decaying to j "i. The main
limitation is off-resonant (by 3.1 GHz) excitation of j "i $

P4;�4
3=2 . Continuous excitation allows similar fidelity if the

850 nm � component is weak (though with slower shelv-
ing; see Fig. 3). Accordingly, in the experiment, we used a
single circularly polarized 850 nm beam travelling at a
small angle (2.3�) to the quantization axis, giving polar-
ization components with intensities �I�� ; I�; I��� �
�0:9992; 0:0008; 2� 10�7� � 230�70�I0, where the satura-
tion intensity I0 � 98 �W=mm2. The shelving transfer
was accomplished with a single simultaneous 393 nm�
850 nm pulse, with duration set to the optimum value
predicted by the model, tT � 400 �s. No improvement
was found by varying tT or by using alternating 393 and
850 nm pulses (to avoid two-photon effects, which are not
modeled by the rate equations). After shelving, state de-

tection proceeds as for 40Ca�; photon-count thresholding
with tb � 2 ms was used as the optical qubit readout is not
the limiting factor.

The net average readout error for the hyperfine qubit was
measured from 20 000 trials to be �hfs �

1
2 ��" � �#� �

2:3�3� � 10�3, a fidelity of 99.77(3)%. [The error for the
j "i state was �" � 1:7�4� � 10�3.] A separate experiment
measured the optical qubit readout error to be 1:0�2� �
10�3, significantly poorer than for 40Ca� due to a lower
fluorescence rate RB � 7500 s�1 (caused partly by coher-
ent population trapping effects, which could be eliminated
by polarization modulation techniques [19]). This implies
an average error �T � 1:3�4� � 10�3 for the shelving
transfer. This is somewhat above the modeled value of
0:44� 10�3; possible reasons for this include imperfect
circular polarization of the 850 nm beam, imperfect popu-
lation preparation, and broadening of the 393 nm transition
(e.g., due to finite laser linewidth).

In conclusion, we demonstrate fast, direct, single-shot
readout from optical and hyperfine trapped-ion qubits at
fidelities comparable with those required for a fault-
tolerant QC. An adaptive detection method reduced the
optical qubit readout error by a factor � 35 for a given
average detection time, reaching 99.99% fidelity in
145 �s, with negligible time overhead due to the classical
control system. A simple, robust method for readout of
hyperfine qubits, capable of comparable fidelity and speed,
was proposed and implemented. An increase in the photon
collection efficiency by an order of magnitude, to 2%,
would speed up both readout methods, and reduce the
optical qubit readout error, by a similar factor (Fig. 2,
inset).
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FIG. 3. Rate equation simulations for the 43Ca� shelving trans-
fer �j "i; j #i� ! �j "i; D5=2�. The optimum average shelving trans-
fer error �T is shown versus total time tT allowed for the transfer,
for both continuous and pulsed methods. The 393 nm intensity
and (in the pulsed method) all pulse durations were numerically
optimized for each tT . The error increases at short tT due to
higher 393 nm intensity causing off-resonant shelving of j "i; at
long tT the error increases because of decay from the D5=2 shelf.
The minimum error is 3:5� 10�4 at tT � 160 �s; for tT �
10 �s an error of 4:8� 10�4 is available. Right: Simplified
43Ca� level diagram; states relevant to the shelving transfer
are labeled by F, MF.
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